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Abstract

Abstract
Buildings account for 40% of all energy use in European countries. The
European Union (EU) therefore encourages member states to adopt Energy
Efficiency Measures (EEMs) and implement energy-efficient practices during
building design to minimize the energy use of buildings. However, recent
studies have shown that energy-efficient buildings may not always outperform
conventional buildings in terms of Life Cycle Energy (LCE) use. This is
mainly due to the trade-off between embodied and operational energy, and a
reliance on EEMs that reduce operational energy while sometimes increasing
embodied energy and LCE use. To improve buildings’ environmental
performance, the impact of different EEMs on buildings’ energy use needs to
be assessed from a lifecycle perspective, and methods for identifying optimal
combinations of EEMs that minimize LCE use should be developed. Ideally,
these methods should be integrated with building information modelling (BIM)
to enable seamless data exchange and to help Architecture, Engineering and
Construction (AEC) practitioners make optimal design decisions relating to
EEMs. The work presented in this thesis had two overall objectives: (1) to
explore the scope for developing BIM-supported method(s) for assessing and
optimizing the impact of EEMs on buildings’ LCE use during the design
process, and (2) use the BIM-supported method(s) for exploring the impact of
various EEMs that are implemented and modified during the building design
process on the buildings’ LCE use.
The work presented in this thesis is based on an exploratory research design
involving iterative cycles of (1) problem identification, (2) method
development, (3) method examination, and (4) theory suggestion. In step 1,
problems were identified by conducting literature studies and workshops with
AEC practitioners, and analyzing archival data. In step 2, prototyping was used
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to develop methods to overcome the identified problems. In step 3, the
applicability of these methods (or prototypes) was tested in case studies on
actual and hypothetical building projects. Three case studies were conducted –
one dealing with a low energy dwelling located in Kiruna, Sweden; another
dealing with a multifamily residential building in Uppsala, Sweden; and a third
dealing with a hypothetical multifamily residential building in Stockholm,
Sweden. In step 4, the results were compared to existing theories to strengthen
existing knowledge and identify previously unrecognized findings.
In relation to the first objective, the results obtained show that the factors and
activities required to develop BIM-supported method(s) for assessing and
optimizing the impact of EEMs on a building’s LCE use during the design
phase are:
•

A database that stores external and building project data (e.g. BIM data)
and links it to be used for assessment and optimization, providing access to
the data whenever needed.

•

The development of interfaces using middleware applications to ensure
interoperability and seamless automated exchange of information between
BIM and other systems.

•

Predefined objects (i.e. building part and component recipes) that are stored
in a database and linked to inventories and Environmental Product
Declarations (EPDs) for the relevant materials, enabling assessment of the
buildings’ embodied energy and LCE use.

•

The application of multi-objective optimization techniques (e.g. Paretobased genetic algorithms) to identify optimal solution(s) for EEMs that
minimize (optimize) the building’s LCE use.

In relation to the second objective of the thesis, the results obtained indicate
that:
•
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EEMs that are implemented and modified during the detailed design phase
have much less influence on the building’s LCE use than those
implemented in the early design phase. Highly influential EEMs related to
the early design phase which were tested herein were the building’s shape,
orientation, Window to Wall Ratio (WWR), and the selection of materials
used in the building envelope.
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•

Generally, thickening roof insulation has a strong beneficial effect on LCE
use for buildings in Sweden.

•

For buildings using energy sources with high primary energy factors, the
most effective way to reduce LCE use may be to implement many EEMs
that reduce operational energy use. However, this approach may be less
helpful for buildings using greener energy sources because in such cases
the embodied energy may have a greater effect on the final LCE use.

•

The embodied energies of materials in the same class can vary significantly
between suppliers. Such differences in embodied energy can be identified
by considering the suppliers’ EPDs, the energetic contributions due to their
mode of transportation from the site of production, and the distance
between the site of production and the construction site.

•

If the developed optimization approach is used to identify optimal
combinations of EEMs in the early design phase, designers can freely
choose from a wide range of building shapes without greatly affecting LCE
use. However, without early phase optimization, designs that use different
building shapes may exhibit significantly different LCE use values.

The results provide both theoretical and practical contributions that may be
useful to researchers and AEC practitioners seeking to develop BIM-supported
design processes and to reduce buildings’ LCE use by adopting appropriate
EEMs. The results also show that embodied energy can be a major component
of a building’s LCE use if the building’s design relies heavily on EEMs
designed solely to reduce operational energy use. Policy makers and
governmental bodies are thus advised to update regulations and building codes
to reflect the importance of embodied energy so as to minimize the LCE use of
new and retrofitting building projects.

Keywords: Building information modelling, Embodied energy, Energy
efficiency measures, Life cycle energy, Operational energy, Optimization
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Introduction

1 INTRODUCTION
This chapter explains the background, purpose, and scope of the research, and
introduces the research questions addressed in this thesis. The chapter is
followed by a summary of the author’s contributions to the appended articles.
1.1

Background

Buildings account for a significant fraction of the world’s energy use and
related greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions (Cao et al., 2016; EU Directive,
2018). In the European Union (EU), almost 40% of all energy use is buildingrelated (EU Directive, 2018). The member states are encouraged to implement
energy-efficient practices by adopting Energy Efficiency Measures (EEMs)
during building design processes to minimize the energy use of buildings (EU
Directive, 2018). These EEMs are intended to improve the building’s energy
performance by finding an appropriate building shape, orientation, and
Window to Wall Ratio (WWR), as well as by improving the thermal resistance
of the building envelope, increasing the use of renewable energy sources, and
incorporating appropriate Heat Ventilation Air Conditioning (HVAC) systems.
However, studies that have evaluated the life cycle of buildings have indicated
that energy-efficient buildings such as passive house and near-zero or zero
energy buildings (ZEB) may not outperform conventional buildings (i.e.
buildings that comply with standard codes and regulations) in terms of Life
Cycle Energy (LCE) use (Thormark, 2002; Stephan et al., 2013; Chau et al.,
2015; Chastas et al., 2016). This is mainly because design choices for such
buildings are commonly based on EEMs introduced solely to reduce
operational energy use (i.e. the energy used for space heating, cooling, hot
water demand and the operation of appliances during the building’s lifespan)
without considering their impact on the embodied energy (Sartori and Hestnes,
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2007; Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016). Embodied
energy (which is defined according to Dixit et al. (2010) in this work) is the
energy required for off-site production of materials, transportation of materials
to the construction site, on-site construction processes, as well as energy spent
on refurbishment and maintenance activities during the building’s useful life
and on activities during the building’s end-of-life stage (i.e. demolition of the
building, transportation, and final treatment of materials by reuse, recycling, or
disposal in landfills). There is thus a trade-off between embodied and
operational energy such that exclusive reliance on EEMs designed to reduce
one of these energy terms may inadvertently increase the other’s contribution
(Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Stephan et al., 2013; Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et
al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a; Kneifel et al., 2018). This tradeoff and an overreliance on EEMs designed to reduce operational energy use is
why the LCE use of some low energy buildings is lower than that of some
ZEBs (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Cabeza et al., 2014). However, a recent
review of research into buildings’ life cycle energy (Dixit, 2017a) indicated
that many researchers have not realized this tradeoff. Many published studies
have therefore focused on reducing embodied or operational energy in isolation
(Dixit, 2017a). Thereby, there is a need that the impact of these EEMs on the
energy use be assessed and optimized from a life-cycle perspective during the
design process, resulting the embodied and operational energy be traded-off
and an improvement in the building’s LCE performance to be achieved.
Building Information Modelling (BIM) has become an applicable approach to
provide decision support and coordination among Architecture Engineering
and Construction (AEC) practitioners during building design. The European
Directive for public procurement (Official Journal of the European Union,
2014) encourages member states to require and promote the use of BIM in all
public building and construction projects conducted within the EU. The
exchange of building information enabled by BIM can also help in making
sustainable design decisions (Schade et al., 2013; Wong and Fan, 2013;
Häkkinen et al., 2015; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017; Meex et al., 2018).
Research indicates that the use of BIM in sustainability analyses can deliver
some or significant cost and time savings relative to traditional practices
(Azhar, 2010; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). Although current Building
Performance Simulation (BPS) tools used to assess buildings’ operational
energy use provide ways to import some BIM data (i.e. the shape and position
of zones, doors, windows, building faces and etc.) for use in simulations, there
is a general lack of interoperability between BIM software and conventional
Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) tools for assessing embodied energy (Häkkinen
et al., 2015; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017; Azari and Abbasabadi, 2018; Meex
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et al., 2018). Significant time and effort may therefore be needed to extract and
modify BIM data to match the input formats of these LCA tools. This issue can
increase the risk of mistakes, misunderstandings, and errors when manually reentering BIM data into the LCA tools and restricts the scope for facilitating
assessment and optimization of building’s LCE use via a seamless BIMsupported design process. As a result, assessments and optimization of
building’s LCE use may often not performed at all or only undertaken once the
design has been completed or developed at a relatively high level of detail, at
which point there is limited scope to change decisions made about EEMs
earlier in the design process (Monahan and Powell, 2011; Häkkinen et al.,
2015). Additionally, the limited interoperability between BIM software and
LCA tools has been identified as a major barrier to the conduct of life cycle
assessments within the Swedish construction industry (Swedish National Board
of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket), 2015) and to efforts to improve
buildings’ environmental performance. Several studies have been conducted
during the last decade to extend BIM’s applicability in supporting sustainable
design decisions (Barnes and Castro-Lacouture, 2009; Schlueter and
Thesseling, 2009; Azhar et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2011; Kulahcioglu al., 2012;
Shrivastava and Chini, 2012; Basbagill et al., 2013; Costa et al., 2013; Jrade
and Jalaei, 2013; Wong and Kuan, 2014; Ajayi et al., 2015; Shafiq et al.,
2015). However, many of these studies have focused primarily on integrating
the BIM with BPS tools or LCA tools in isolation to support assessments of a
building’s energy demand or environmental impact in isolation rather than
assessing these factors together in an integrated fashion that would support
assessment and optimization of building’s life cycle energy in a BIM-supported
design. A recent review of BIM-based LCA studies of buildings by SoustVerdaguer et al. (2017) concluded that although the models developed in these
studies enable the automated export of material quantities from BIM software
(mostly to an Excel sheet), much of these data needs to be manually curated,
enriched, and entered into the LCA software before an LCA is performed.
These limitations restrict the scope for seamlessly and interoperably using BIM
to support assessment and optimization of a building’s LCE use to facilitate
optimal decision-making regarding EEMs by AEC practitioners.
1.2

Research gap, purpose and research questions

Previous studies have focused on reducing either embodied or operational
energy in isolation without addressing the trade-off between these quantities
resulting from the use of EEMs designed exclusively to reduce one or the
other. Because this trade-off can cause nominally energy-efficient buildings to
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perform no better than conventional buildings in terms of LCE use, there is a
need to assess and optimize the impact of various EEMs on LCE use. Ideally,
these assessment and optimization procedures should be integrated into a BIMsupported design process that would allow building information to be
transferred seamlessly and interoperably. Such integration would help AEC
practitioners make optimal design decisions relating to EEMs while also
reducing the effort required to transfer BIM data and eliminating the risk of
mistakes, misunderstandings and errors due to manual data re-entry. The
overarching goal of the work presented in this thesis was thus to (1) explore the
scope for developing BIM-supported method(s) for assessing and optimizing
the impact of EEMs on buildings’ LCE use, and (2) use the BIM-supported
method(s) for exploring the impact of various EEMs that are implemented and
modified during the building design process on the buildings’ LCE use. Figure
1.1 shows how these goals are related.

Figure 1.1: A simplified and schematic overview to the overall research
purpose.
Three research questions were defined to address the purpose of this research.
Research question I
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How can a building’s LCE use be assessed in a BIM-supported design
process?
The first research question was used to investigate and identify the processes
and activities required to develop a seamless BIM-supported process for
assessing the impact of the EEMs on the building’s LCE use during design.
Research question II
How can a building’s LCE use be optimized in a BIM-supported design
process?
The second research question was used to investigate and identify the
processes and activities required to develop a seamless BIM-supported process
for optimizing the impact of the EEMs on the building’s LCE use during
design.
Research question III
What are the impacts of various EEMs on the building’s LCE use?
The purpose of the third research question was to use the developed BIMsupported methods to investigate and explore the impacts of various EEMs that
are implemented and modified during design on the building’s LCE use.
1.3

Research scope

The scope of the LCE considered in this thesis work is shown in figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The scope of the building’s LCE use considered in this thesis.
As defined in this thesis, the embodied energy includes the energy used for offsite production of materials and components, transporting these materials to the
construction site, and refurbishing the building by replacing materials and
components during the building’s lifespan (which is assumed to be 50 years).
Energy used during on-site construction processes, building maintenance, and
the end-of-life stage was thus excluded. This was done because previous
studies have demonstrated that the embodied energy associated with off-site
production of materials, transportation of materials to the construction site, and
building refurbishment collectively account for the majority of the total
embodied energy and a significant fraction of a building’s LCE use (Ding,
2008; Stephan et al., 2013; Chau et al., 2015; Liljenström et al., 2015). For
instance, Liljenström et al. (2015) showed that the embodied energy of a lowenergy building in Stockholm, Sweden was comparable to its operational
energy, and that 87% of the building’s embodied energy and GHG emissions
were attributable to off-site production and transportation of the building
materials to the construction site. Similarly, Ding (2008) found that almost
75% of the total embodied energy is attributable to off-site production of
building materials. As defined in this thesis, a building’s operational energy
includes energy used for heating, cooling (if required), and maintaining the
occupants’ thermal comfort during the building’s lifespan, as well as hot water
demand and operational electricity use, minus the internal gains generated by
hot water use and the occupants’ body heat. Household electricity use is not
included because it depends on the occupants’ choices of appliances. Most of
the EEMs considered in this thesis are measures intended to improve the
building’s energy performance, for instance by changing its shape, orientation,
or WWR, or by improving the thermal resistance of the building envelope. The
6
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impact of the EEMs related to renewable energy sources and HVAC systems
was excluded in this work, primarily because there is little data on the
embodied energy of such systems.
1.4

Appended articles and authors’ contributions

Article I: Shadram, F., Johansson, T., Lu, W., Schade, J., & Olofsson, T.
(2016). An integrated BIM-based framework for minimizing embodied energy
during building design. Energy and Buildings, 128, 592–604.
Doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2016.07.007
As the first author, I wrote and compiled most of the paper. Johansson wrote
subsection 1.3, which deals with extract, transform and load (ETL) technology.
I was the primary designer and creator of the proposed framework and the
developed prototype. Johansson contributed to the integration of ETL
technology and BIM within the development of the prototype. The case study
was implemented and analyzed by me. Lu, Schade and Olofsson contributed by
supervising and reviewing the work throughout the study.
Article II: Shadram, F., & Mukkavaara, J. (2018). An integrated BIM-based
framework for the optimization of the trade-off between embodied and
operational energy. Energy and Buildings, 158, 1189-1205.
Doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2017.11.017
As the first author, I wrote and compiled most of the paper except the BIM
module discussed in subsections 2.1.1 and 2.2.1, which was written by
Mukkavaara. The framework and prototype were developed and implemented
collaboratively by the two authors. The case study was implemented and
analyzed by me.
Article III: Sandberg, M., Mukkavaara, J., Shadram, F., & Olofsson, T.
(2018). Multidisciplinary optimization of sustainable building design using a
BIM-based master model. Submitted to journal of Sustainability.
As the third author, I wrote subsections 2.3 and 3.3 (i.e. Multidisciplinary
optimization in the framework and prototype) as well as section 4 (i.e. case
study and results). The framework and prototype were formed and developed
collaboratively by the four authors. The case study was implemented and
analyzed by Mukkavaara and me. Olofsson contributed by reviewing the
article.
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Article IV: Shadram, F., & Mukkavaara, J. (2019). Exploring the effects of
several energy efficiency measures on the embodied/operational energy tradeoff: a case study of Swedish residential buildings. Accepted for publication by
journal of Energy and Buildings, 183, 283-296.
Doi: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.enbuild.2018.11.026
As the first author, I wrote and compiled most of the paper. The multiobjective optimization approach in subsection 2.1 was developed by the two
authors working in collaboration. The case study was implemented and
analyzed by me.
1.5

List of publications not appended to this thesis

Article A: Shadram, F., Mukkavaara, J., Schade, J., Sandberg, M., & Olofsson,
T. (2018). Trade-off optimization of embodied versus operational carbon
impact for insulation and Window to Wall Ratio design choices: a case study.
In International Conference on Sustainability in Energy and Buildings (SEB).
Gold Coast, Australia, 24-26 June 2018
Article B: Schade, J., & Shadram, F. (2018). The energy performance of green
roof in sub-arctic climate. In International Conference on Sustainable New and
Renovated Buildings in Cold Climate. Kiruna, Sweden, 12-15 March 2018.
Article C: Shadram, F., Mukkavaara, J., Schade, J., Sandberg, M., & Olofsson,
T. (2017). A BIM-Based Method for Analyzing the Trade-Off between
Embodied and Operational Energy. In International Conference on
Construction and Real Estate Management (ICCREM). Guangzhou, China,
October 1-4 2017. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), 2017, 59-70.
Article D: Shadram, F., Lu, W., & Olofsson, T. (2016). Assessment of the
Energy Use and CO2 Emissions from a Construction Site: An Integrated BIMDES-LCA Framework. In International Conference on Construction and Real
Estate Management (ICCREM). Edmonton, Canada, 29 September-1 October
2016. American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), 2016, 518-526.
Article E: Krantz, J., Lu, W., Shadram, F., Larsson, J., & Olofsson, T. (2015).
A Model for Assessing Embodied Energy and GHG Emissions in
Infrastructure Projects. In International Conference on Construction and Real
Estate Management (ICCREM). Lulea, Sweden, 1-2 August 2015. American
Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), 2015, 1070-1077.
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Article F: Shadram, F., Johansson, T., Lu, W., & Olofsson, T. (2015). An
integrated BIM-based framework for the energy assessment of building
upstream flow. In International Conference on Construction and Real Estate
Management (ICCREM). Lulea, Sweden, 1-2 August 2015. American Society
of Civil Engineers (ASCE), 2015, 107-118.
Article G: Shadram, F., Sandberg, M., Schade, J., & Olofsson, T. (2014).
BIM-based environmental assessment in the building design process. In
International Conference on Construction Applications of Virtual Reality
(CONVR). Sharjah, United Arab Emirates, 16-18 November 2014
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2 FRAME OF REFERENCES
This chapter provides a frame of reference for the thesis and presents a
literature review that was primarily conducted to identify the research gap,
outline the research questions, and draw conclusions about the study’s
outcomes by comparing its findings to existing theory.
2.1

Building design process and application of EEMs

Buildings are designed and constructed to fulfill a set of functional and
technical requirements expressed in building codes, local regulations and
standards, and customers’ specifications (Olofsson et al., 2010; Jansson et al.,
2013). The building design process is the process in which a new or existing
building is designed or redesigned. The level of influence is very high during
this phase because even major design changes can be implemented at relatively
low cost (Paulson Jr, 1976; Grober, 2005) (see figure 2.1). As a result, it is of
significance to increase the building’s environmental performance during this
phase when the ability to change is high.
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Figure 2.1: A schematic overview to changes in the level of influence over time
during different stages of the buildings’ process, adapted after
(Paulson Jr, 1976; Grober, 2005)
In general, the building design process can be divided into the early design and
the detailed design phases (Kanagaraj and Mahalingam, 2011; Malmqvist et
al., 2011), although the activities undertaken in each sub-phase and the
terminology used may differ somewhat from country to country. The early
design phase encompasses the investigation phase, conceptual design, architect
selection, and the submission of designs to authorities to obtain planning
permission. The detailed design phase encompasses finalization of the design
to establish a basis for tendering for the construction work. Table 2.1 presents a
simplified specification of a building design process and the EEMs that can be
implemented and modified during this process.
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Table 2.1: Simplified overview of the building design process (the grey
highlighted rows), some related activities, and the EEMs that can
be implemented during this process, adapted after (Kanagaraj
and Mahalingam, 2011; Malmqvist et al., 2011)
Phase

Specification

EEMs

Project
development

•

Authorities define the framework for the
development and targets for energy performance,
environmental impact, etc.

Early design
phase

•

The investigation phase starts, in which the site,
design, structure, and materials are specified.
HVAC solutions and renewable energy sources
may also be considered or specified at this stage.
The conceptual design is conducted. This
involves defining the building’s shape, area,
heated/cooled areas, volume, structure, window
condition, position, and orientation. It is
generally too early to make decisions about the
details of HVAC systems or building material
choices.
The design is submitted to the relevant
authorities for planning permission

•

The final design is implemented, which involves
finalizing the definition of the structure and
selecting materials, HVAC systems and
renewable energy sources. These are then used
as a basis for tendering for the construction work
The implementation plan is executed and
material suppliers are selected (depending on the
project delivery system chosen for the
construction work)
The contractor carries out the construction work
in accordance with the implementation plan

•

•

•

Detailed
design phase

•

•

Construction
phase

•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•

Selection of
possible energy
sources
Building Shape
Orientation
Window type
WWR
Possibly selection
of HVAC systems
Possibly selection
of renewable
energy sources
Possibly selection
of constituent
materials
Selection of
HVAC systems
Selection of
renewable energy
sources
Selection of
materials and
suppliers
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Several studies (Robert and Kummert, 2012; Tuominen et al., 2014; Krarti and
Deneuville, 2015) conducted during the last few decades have explored the
possibility of reducing buildings’ heating and cooling demand and creating
energy-efficient buildings by implementing appropriate EEMs during the
building design process. These EEMs, which are listed in table 2.1, are
intended to improve the building’s energy performance by changing its shape,
orientation, and WWR, and by improving the thermal resistance of the building
envelope, increasing the use of renewable energy sources, and adopting
appropriate HVAC systems. However, recent studies indicate that exclusive
reliance on EEMs designed to reduce heating and cooling demand in energyefficient buildings will not necessarily produce designs that outperform
conventional buildings in terms of LCE use (Stephan et al., 2013; Chau et al.,
2015; Chastas et al., 2016).
2.2

A building’s life cycle energy

In a life cycle context, a building’s energy use can be divided into two parts:
embodied and operational energy (Dixit et al., 2010). The operational energy
includes the energy used for heating, cooling, hot water demand and operation
of appliances during the building’s lifespan. Conversely, the embodied energy
is the energy used during off-site production of materials, transportation of the
materials to the construction site, on-site construction processes, and
refurbishment and maintenance activities during the building’s useful life. The
embodied energy also includes energy used in the end-of-life stage for
demolition of the building and the transportation and final treatment of
materials, as shown in figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.2: Overview of a building's LCE use, adapted after (Dixit et al., 2010)
Much research conducted in recent decades has focused on reducing buildings’
operational energy use, which was believed to account for the majority of a
building’s life cycle energy (Ibn-Mohammed et al., 2013). However, more
recent studies (Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Liljenström et al., 2015;
Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a) have emphasized the importance of the
embodied energy as it can have a significant share of the building’s LCE use.
A study by Gustavsson and Joelsson (2010) concluded that after taking basic
steps to reduce operational energy, the embodied energy becomes a significant
contributor to the building’s LCE. Similarly, a study by Thormark (2002)
indicated that the embodied energy and its share of the building’s LCE use are
higher for low energy buildings than for conventional ones. A review of 90 life
cycle energy assessment case studies on conventional, low energy, and near
Zero Energy Buildings (nZEB) by Chastas et al. (2016) indicated that the share
of embodied energy in relation to the total life cycle energy is between 26 and
57% for low energy buildings but ranges from 74 to 100% in nZEBs. This is
because some EEMs reduce operational energy but increase embodied energy,
creating a trade-off between the two quantities (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007;
Stephan et al., 2013; Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Dixit, 2017a;
Kneifel et al., 2018). A study by Stephan et al. (2013) highlighted this trade-off
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by demonstrating that EEMs designed to minimize the operational energy use
of passive houses significantly increase their embodied energy. The study also
found that because of this trade-off, the LCE use of a passive house can be
comparable to that of a standard new house. Reviews conducted by Sartori and
Hestnes (2007) and Cabeza et al. (2014) showed that the life cycle energy of
ZEBs can be higher than that of some low energy buildings because some
ZEBs rely heavily on the use of EEMs to minimize and eliminate their
operational energy use. This results in a significant increase in the embodied
energy, which in some cases exceeds the LCE of low energy buildings. The
conclusion drawn from these studies is that a carefully designed low energy
building that incorporates fewer EEMs can outperform a ZEB in life cycle
energy terms (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Cabeza et al., 2014). As a result, there
is a limit on the applicability of EEMs, and minimization of a building’s life
cycle energy requires consideration of both the embodied and the operational
energy use. Because the European Energy Performance of Buildings Directive
(Directive, 2012) requires that all new buildings be nZEB by the end of 2020
(and all public buildings by 2018), there is an urgent need to determine how
EEMs affect the embodied and operational energy, and to optimize the tradeoff between the two quantities so as to minimize the LCE use of buildings.
Despite this, a recent review by Dixit (2017a) indicated that most previous
studies on the life cycle energy of buildings focused mainly on reducing either
embodied or operational energy in isolation, without acknowledging the
tradeoff that arises when many EEMs are applied. For instance, some studies
(Krarti and Deneuville, 2015; Le Truong et al., 2018) have focused exclusively
on analyzing and optimizing the impact of EEMs on the operational energy use
in order to minimize the heating and cooling demand of buildings. Other
studies (Foraboschi et al., 2014; Dissanayake et al., 2017; Dixit, 2017b;
Lotteau et al., 2017) have exclusively analyzed the impact of EEMs on a
building’s embodied energy. The only studies that have explored the impact of
EEMs on a building’s energy use from a life-cycle perspective are a handful of
more recent works (Ramesh et al., 2012; Crawford et al., 2016; Kneifel et al.,
2018). Accordingly, a recent review by Karimpour et al. (2014) concluded that
there have been few efforts to analyze and optimize buildings’ life cycle energy
and the trade-off between embodied and operational energy with respect to a
wide range of EEMs. Their review indicates that most studies on minimizing
buildings’ life-cycle energy use have focused on the use of recycled or low
embodied energy materials and insulation, and that the impact of other kinds of
EEMs (building shape, orientation, WWR, window types, and so on) has
largely been overlooked. These findings indicate a need to better characterize
the impact of various EEMs that can be implemented and modified during the
design process on a building’s life-cycle energy use.
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2.3

Life cycle inventory data

Design-phase assessments of buildings’ embodied energy and environmental
impact are mainly performed using LCA tools. These tools and systems can be
categorized into three classes (Haapio and Viitaniemi, 2008; Azari and
Abbasabadi, 2018).
•

Class 1: LCA tools used for product comparisons such as LCAiT (Sweden),
Gabi (Germany), SimaPro (Netherlands) and TEAM (France).

•

Class 2: LCA tools used for whole-building design decisions such as
Ecoquantum (Netherlands), ATHENA Impact Estimator (North America),
LISA (Australia), Envest (United Kingdom), BEE (Finland), One Click
LCA (Finland) and Tally (United States of America and Europe)

•

Class 3: Green building rating systems that incorporate LCA and are used
within whole-building assessment frameworks to implement green building
practices such as the Miljöbyggnad of the Sweden green building council
(Sweden), BREEAM (United Kingdom), LEED (United States of
America), or SEDA (Australia). The main difference between these rating
systems and other LCA tools is that these systems have a credit-based
schema in which a building project can gain credits by implementing
environmentally friendly actions during the building’s design, construction
and use phases.

To implement embodied energy assessments, these LCA tools must have
access to Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) databases that hold LCI data (Häkkinen et
al., 2015; Meex et al., 2018). The LCI data and databases used to assess the
embodied energy and environmental impact of buildings during the design
phase can mainly be classified into two categories (Häkkinen et al., 2015;
Meex et al., 2018):
•

Generic data sources, which provide industry-average LCI data for
materials and components based on industry resources, scientific
knowledge, technical literature, and internal patent information. There are
several commercial and open access databases providing access to generic
LCI data, such as GaBi (Germany), ecoinvent (Switzerland), ICE (United
Kingdom), IBO (Austria), CFP (Japan) and Synergia (Finland).

•

Environmental Product Declarations (EPDs), which provide detailed
product-specific LCA data for materials and components based on the
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application of the LCA methodologies (ISO 2006 a;b). To ensure the
principle of comparability, EPDs are determined based on pre-established
rules (i.e. product category rules) and are verified by an independent third
party. This enables data on the embodied energy and environmental
impacts of products belonging to the same product category to be
compared. There are several open access databases that store these EPDs
and provide access to these data, e.g. the International EPD system
(Sweden), EPD Norway (Norway), EPD Denmark (Denmark), Global EPD
Program (Spain), Bau EPD GmbH (Austria), and Institut Bauen und
Umwelt (IBU) (Germany).
While generic databases provide valuable LCI data for use in assessing
buildings’ embodied energy, they have an important drawback: they are based
on industry-average values and so cannot account for differences in the
embodied energies of specific materials sourced from individual suppliers
(Heinonen and Junnila, 2011; Chau et al., 2015; Häkkinen et al., 2015; Meex et
al., 2018). Because materials of the same type (e.g. different kinds of mineral
wool) can be produced using different energy carriers and manufacturing
processes, and may differ in their content of reused or recycled materials,
industry-average generic databases may not provide accurate information on
the embodied energy of material sourced from a specific supplier (Häkkinen et
al., 2015). One way to overcome this problem and obtain comparable data is to
use verified product-specific data from EPDs. However, the applicability of
EPDs during the early design phase is limited, mainly because decisions on
which materials and suppliers to use are made at a later stage. Two recent
studies by Häkkinen et al. (2015) and Meex et al. (2018) explored the
requirements and potential for reducing embodied energy and environmental
impact during building design. Their results indicate that it is beneficial to use
generic LCI data during the early stages of the building design process, but to
use product-specific EPDs during the detailed design phase to further reduce
the building’s embodied energy and environmental impact by comparing
materials of the same type to identify suppliers with low impacts.
2.4

BIM applications for sustainable building design

Building information modeling (BIM) can be defined as the process of
generating, sorting, managing and exchanging building information in an
interoperable way (Vanlande et al., 2008). BIM allows various stakeholders to
work together and exchange information throughout all stages of a project,
which can greatly improve the efficiency with which tasks are completed
(Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). The exchange of building information enabled
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by BIM can also be helpful in making sustainable design decisions (Schade et
al., 2013; Wong and Fan, 2013; Häkkinen et al., 2015; Soust-Verdaguer et al.,
2017; Meex et al., 2018). Previous studies have shown that the use of BIM data
in sustainability analyses can yield some to significant cost and time savings
compared to traditional practices (Azhar, 2010; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017).
Interoperability is a key aspect of BIM, allowing stakeholders to work together
and facilitating the transfer of information between different software packages
(Cheung et al., 2012). Unfortunately, most existing BIM software has little
interoperability with LCA tools, which are the primary tools used to assess
embodied energy (Häkkinen et al., 2015; Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017; Azari
and Abbasabadi, 2018; Meex et al., 2018). At present, Tally is the only major
LCA tool offering BIM interoperability (Azari and Abbasabadi, 2018). Tally
was developed as a plug-in for the Autodesk Revit package, and uses BIM data
generated in Revit and LCA data provided by thinkstep to assess buildings’
embodied energy and environmental impacts (KT innovations, 2018).
However, a shortcoming with this software is that much of the data (e.g. the
distance over which materials must be transported from their site of production
to the construction site and the building’s operational energy use) must be
entered manually based on results obtained using other tools such as the
Google maps Application Programming Interface (API) or BPS tools (KT
innovations, 2018). A recent review by Azari and Abbasabadi (2018) indicates
that current LCA tools lack interoperability with BIM and cannot operate with
BPS tools (which are used to assess operational energy use) and have poor user
interfaces that limit their usefulness for supporting the assessment and
optimization of buildings’ embodied energy and life-cycle energy use. This
review highlighted the lack of BIM-integrated embodied energy modelling
tools that can interoperate with BPS tools as a major research gap that needs be
addressed.
Several studies conducted during the last decade have explored the possibility
of extending BIM’s applicability to support more environmental design
decisions. For instance, Schlueter and Thesseling (2009) developed a prototype
that enables BIM-based energy/exergy performance assessment during
building design. Another BIM-based toolkit was developed by Costa et al.
(2013) to enable monitoring, analysis, and optimization of building operation
and energy performance. In a case study investigation, Wang et al. (2011) used
the Autodesk Ecotect tool in Autodesk Revit to evaluate a building’s
operational energy, while a combination of databases and external analytical
tools were adapted to perform other aspects of the LCA. Ajayi et al. (2015)
investigated the life-cycle performance of a two-floor primary school building
by combining Autodesk Revit, a BPS tool (Green Building Studio), and the
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ATHENA Impact Estimator. A decision-making method was developed by
Basbagill et al. (2013) that used BIM, LCA, BPS and sensitivity analysis to
reduce embodied carbon impact during early design stages. Shrivastava and
Chini (2012) assigned embodied energy factors to families in Revit (a BIM
program) to assist designers in determining the initial embodied energy and
environmental impact of their design by using quantity take-offs and
mathematical formulae obtained from BIM software. A prototype system that
integrates BIM with LCA and enables the environmental performance of a 3D
building model to be interactively analyzed was developed by Kulahcioglu et
al. (2012). Shafiq et al. (2015) introduced a BIM-based LCA approach for
evaluating and quantifying the embodied carbon footprints of structural
materials during building design. Some other studies have explored the
possibility of using BIM data in green building rating systems and
certifications. For instance, studies conducted by Barnes and Castro-Lacouture
(2009) and Azhar et al. (2011) explored the potential for obtaining credit and
prerequisite savings by integrating BIM with the LEED rating certification
system. Similarly, Jrade and Jalaei (2013) developed a model that incorporates
BIM, LCA, the LEED rating system, and a cost module to help designers make
sustainable design decisions. Wong and Kuan (2014) studied the scope for
facilitating the building certification process by integrating BIM and the Hong
Kong BEAM plus certification system. Although these studies focused
primarily on extending BIM’s applicability to support sustainable design
decisions, they have some shortcomings that restrict their applicability in the
assessment and optimization of a building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported
design. These shortcomings are:
1. Most of these studies focus primarily on integrating BIM with either LCA
or BPS tools in isolation rather than together to enable assessment and
optimization of the building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported design.
2. Most studies on BIM-LCA interoperability have focused exclusively on
assessments of buildings’ environmental impact rather than their embodied
energy.
3. Most of the models developed in these studies are based on automatic
estimates of material quantities obtained from BIM software, which are
then exported into an Excel sheet where the data are manually organized
and enriched before implementing the LCA (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017).
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4. In addition to the need to manually organize and enrich the data, these
models require users to manually enter some data after completing the
transfer process (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017).
5. Some models developed in earlier studies focus on incorporating LCA into
a specific BIM software package, limiting the scope for their use with other
BIM programs (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). Soust-Verdaguer et al.
(2017) suggest that future work should focus on ensuring interoperability
between BIM and LCA rather than developing plug-ins for specific BIM
software packages.
6. Many of the models developed in earlier studies focus exclusively on
supporting one-way transfer of BIM data from BIM software to LCA tools
rather than two-way transfer that would enable a recursive process whereby
the BIM model could be updated to accommodate an optimized set of
EEMs identified by LCA.
Because of these shortcomings, there is a clear need to improve the scope for
seamlessly using BIM in the assessment and optimization of a building’s LCE
use to help AEC practitioners make optimal design decisions about EEMs.
To manage large sets of data sources using different data models and formats,
BIM can be combined with ETL technology. ETL is widely used in other
disciplines (e.g. Geographic Information Systems (GIS)) to establish repeatable
processes for: (1) extracting data from different/multiple heterogeneous data
sources, (2) transforming the extracted data into a consistent structure/format,
and (3) loading the transformed data into other applications (Kimball and
Caserta, 2004; Karagiannis et al., 2013; Bimonte et al., 2014). The
transformation is often implemented via a workflow that incorporates diverse
cleansing and sorting activities and processing filters. Previous studies have
shown that ETL technology can also be useful for overcoming interoperability
problems in the AEC industry (Tegtmeier et al., 2009; Grilo and JardimGoncalves, 2010; Cerovsek, 2011). For instance, Gökçe and Gökçe (2014) and
Karan and Irizarry (2015) used ETL technology to create a seamless data flow
for supporting urban planning, design and construction by integrating BIM,
GIS, performance data, and data from web services. A BIM-based model for
indoor navigation was developed by Isikdag et al. (2013) in which ETL
technology was used to validate the developed model’s interoperability with
common GIS file formats. ETL technology was also used by Carrión et al.
(2010) to develop a virtual 3D model based on measured energy data for
estimating buildings’ energy use in a small test area in Berlin. Similarly,
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Johansson et al. (2016) used ETL technology to establish a 3D city model for
predicting the operational energy use of buildings heated by a district heating
facility. The potential of ETL technology to enable seamless transfer and use of
BIM data toward LCA and overcome some of the interoperability problems is
one of the topics examined in this thesis.
2.5

Optimization

Trial and error methods based on parametric analysis (i.e. analysis conducted
to describe the relationship between different parameters) have traditionally
been used to find optimal solution(s) for governing variables in design
problems (Tuhus-Dubrow and Krarti, 2010). However, approaches based on
changing one variable while keeping others constant will be unable to detect
potentially important non-linear interactive effects, and full parametric
analyses are often impractically time-consuming (Tuhus-Dubrow and Krarti,
2010). An alternative is to replace trial and error parametric analysis with an
optimization approach to find optimal solution(s) for the variables of interest.
Optimization is defined as the process of finding a function’s minimum or
maximum value when a set of variables are subject to a set of constraints
(Machairas et al., 2014). The optimization function is referred to as the
objective function. When the problem includes multiple objective functions,
the optimization problem is described as a multi-objective problem (Machairas
et al., 2014). Multi-objective optimization is generally implemented by
coupling a mathematical algorithm with an optimization method for finding the
optimal solution(s). The mathematical algorithm performs design iterations in
search of the optimal design in accordance with the specified design variables,
constraints and objectives, while the optimization method identifies the optimal
solution(s) (which may correspond to global or local optima) from the
performed design iterations. A useful approach for multi-objective
optimization is to identify a so-called “Pareto-optimal” or “non-dominated”
solution (Pareto, 1896), i.e. a solution such that no other feasible solution
performs better with respect to any given objective without performing worse
with respect to at least one other objective. Figure 2.3 illustrates some feasible
and Pareto-optimal solutions for a minimization problem involving two
objectives.
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Figure 2.3: Feasible and Pareto-optimal solutions for a minimization problem
including two objectives
Multi-objective optimization is commonly used in research to solve trade-off
problems in the building design process, where conflicting objectives are
common (Machairas et al., 2014; Nguyen et al., 2014). It can also be useful for
solving trade-off problems with respect to the building’s energy performance
and life cycle analyses. For instance, the trade-off between the building’s
annual primary energy use, CO2 emissions, and investment costs was addressed
using a multi-objective optimization approach developed by Diakaki et al.
(2010). Similarly, Chantrelle et al. (2011) used both single- and multi-objective
optimization to solve the trade-off between energy use, thermal comfort, cost
and CO2 emissions. Another multi-objective optimization analysis was
conducted by Baglivo et al. (2014) to investigate high efficiency external walls
for ZEB in the Mediterranean climate. Zemella et al. (2011) used multiobjective optimization to optimize a building façade with respect to the tradeoff between artificial lighting and energy usage for cooling. A simulationbased multi-objective optimization approach was developed by Delgarm et al.
(2016) to optimize the trade-off between building energy performance and
indoor thermal comfort. A multi-objective optimization approach was
developed by Kerdan et al. (2017) to compare optimal solution(s) for lowcarbon building design based on exergy/cost considerations and energy/cost
considerations. In addition, some studies have used multi-objective
optimization to identify optimal design solution(s) that minimize buildings’
environmental impact. For instance, two multi-objective optimization
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frameworks were developed by Wang et al. (2005; 2006) to explore the tradeoff between a building’s Life Cycle Cost (LCC) and environmental impact. A
multidimensional Pareto optimization approach was proposed by Ostermeyer et
al. (2013) to increase life-cycle sustainability during building refurbishment.
Hamdy et al. (2011) minimized the CO2 emissions and investment costs of a
two-story house in Finland using a multi-objective optimization approach.
Similarly, Fesanghary et al. (2012) used multi-objective optimization to
improve the design of low-emission and cost-optimal residential buildings.
Carbon-cost-optimal design solution(s) for a townhouse in Finland were
identified by a multi-objective optimization approach developed by Kumar pal
et al. (2017). A multi-objective optimization approach was developed by Wang
et al. (2017) to assist designers and contractors in selecting construction
schemes that perform well with respect to all environmental metrics. Although
these studies indicate that the multi-objective optimization is becoming
increasingly popular for solving trade-off problems in the context of
sustainable building design, few works have attempted to use such approaches
to identify optimal design solution(s) with respect to various EEMs intended to
minimize a building’s LCE use. The integration of such an optimization
protocol with BIM would make it possible to establish a seamless and
automated process for using data-rich BIM to optimize a building’s LCE use
during the design phase and thereby minimize the time and effort required to
conduct such optimizations while also reducing the risk of mistakes,
misunderstandings and errors that may occur during manual re-entry of data. A
recent review of algorithms for optimization of building design (Machairas et
al., 2014) highlighted the lack of integration between BIM and optimization
processes as a major limitation to be overcome by future research and tool
development efforts. However, only a few recent studies have explored the
possibility of integrating BIM with multi-objective optimization to help
practitioners make energy-efficient and environmentally friendly design
decisions (Welle et al., 2011; Asl et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2015). For example,
Welle et al. (2011) developed an automated BIM-based multidisciplinary
thermal simulation methodology (ThermalOpt) for use in optimization.
Another framework was developed by Asl et al. (2015) for BIM-based energy
performance optimization, and a third BIM-based optimization method was
developed by Liu et al. (2015) to help designers optimize buildings’
sustainability performance. Although these studies demonstrate the possibility
of integrating BIM with multi-objective optimization to guide the process of
identifying sustainable design decisions, to my best knowledge there have been
no reported efforts to create such integrated systems to enable the identification
of optimal combinations of EEMs with respect to a building’s LCE use.
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3 SCIENTIFIC APPROACH
This chapter describes the research design and the methods used to address the
research questions. The first section of the chapter outlines the research
design, the second discusses the research process and empirical data
collection protocols, and the third discusses the reliability and validity of the
findings.
3.1

Research design

Research design can be defined as the strategy used to seek answers to research
questions and to draw connections between the research questions in order to
fulfill the main purpose of the research project (Robson and McCartan, 2016).
It is important to choose a suitable strategy for addressing the research
questions and validating the findings because the choice of strategy will affect
the outcome of the research (Fellows and Liu, 2015). The research questions
addressed in this work are exploratory in nature (i.e., they are “how” and
“what” questions) relating to the assessment and optimization of buildings’
LCE use in a BIM-supported design process. The chosen research design was
therefore based on an exploratory approach that was implemented in iterative
cycles. These iterative cycles were inspired by the design science research
methodology proposed by Peffers et al. (2007) for use in information systems
research. As shown in Figure 3.1, the method is based on four steps: (1)
problem identification, (2) method development, (3) method examination, and
(4) theory suggestion. These steps are briefly described below.
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Figure 3.1: The exploratory research design used in this work.
1. Problem identification involves identifying a research gap. This was done
by: (1) conducting literature reviews and applying established theories, (2)
analyzing archival data, and (3) conducting meetings and workshops with
AEC practitioners to gather their views on the problems of existing
systems. Detailed descriptions of the archival data used in this work and the
workshops are presented in subsection 3.2.2, which discusses the case
studies and empirical data collection procedures). The participating
practitioners were mainly designers (i.e. architects, structural engineers,
mechanical engineers and energy analyst) as well as some representatives
of construction companies working in areas such as business management
or research and development.
2. Method development was used to resolve the problems and gaps identified
in the 1st step. Because one of the major gaps was the inability to assess and
optimize a building’s LCE in a BIM-supported design process,
“prototyping” was used to address the gap and develop new methods.
Prototyping is reported to be a useful method for research that seeks to
develop new technical solutions or computer-based tools (Dameshek, 2008;
Golfarelli and Rizzi, 2011). The prototyping approach is defined as a
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system development method in which a prototype or an early
approximation of the final system or product is established, tested, and
reworked until an acceptable prototype is obtained. In this context, a
prototype is “acceptable” if it can serve as the basis on which to develop a
complete system or product (Encyclopedia of Information Technology,
2007). One advantage of the prototyping approach is that significantly
fewer resources and datasets are needed to identify effective processes and
correct errors than would be the case for a final full system or product
(Strand, 2005). The developed prototype can be generalized and used as a
framework, demonstrating the required processes, information flow and
activities involved in its development.
3. Method examination was used to test the applicability of the prototypes
developed in the 2nd step. This was done by using the prototypes in case
studies on actual and hypothetical building projects. Dameshek (2008)
suggests that prototyping should be implemented in combination with case
studies. Case studies allow one to explore the information, processes and
constraints needed for the prototype’s development and allow it to be
iteratively tested, revised, and improved to identify undocumented and
unexplored information and processes. Three case studies were conducted
in the course of this work to develop and evaluate prototypes. A detailed
description of these cases is provided in subchapter 3.2.
4. Theory suggestion was used to match the developed methods and obtained
results to existing theories to strengthen existing knowledge and identify
previously unrecognized findings.
3.2

Research process

A schematic overview of the research process is shown in figure 3.2. The
research process began with an attempt to answer RQ1 by exploring “how” a
building’s LCE can be assessed in a BIM-supported design process. To this
end, the main objective was to ensure BIM-LCA interoperability to support
assessment of the building’s embodied energy; its operational energy can be
assessed using the established interoperability between BPS tools and BIM
software. The outcome of this work was presented in article I. This article
discusses case study 1, which concerned a low energy dwelling in Kiruna,
Sweden, and was conducted to facilitate the development of the prototype and
to test its applicability. The study’s outcome indicated that a trade-off between
embodied and operational energy can arise from the exclusive application of
EEMs designed to reduce operational energy, causing embodied energy to
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increase when operational energy use falls. The key conclusion of the article
was thus that optimization of LCE use and its integration with BIM are
important when seeking to improve a building’s energy performance in a life
cycle context.
The second research question (RQ2) asks “how” a building’s LCE can be
optimized in a BIM-supported design process. This issue was addressed in
articles II and III. Article II explored the possibility of optimizing a building’s
LCE use with respect to the trade-off between embodied and operational
energy in a BIM-supported design. Conversely, article III extended the findings
from article II to explore the possibility of optimizing a building’s LCE use
with respect to its trade-off against LCC. In addition, this article investigated
ways of integrating processes for such optimizations with BIM. The first case,
i.e. the low energy dwelling in Kiruna, was also considered in article II to assist
in the prototype’s development and to test its applicability in optimizing a
building’s LCE use. Article III examined case 2 - a multifamily residential
building under construction in Uppsala, Sweden.
The methods and prototypes developed in articles II and III mainly focused on
optimization of the building’s LCE use in terms of EEMs relating to the
materials used in its construction, the quantities in which these materials are
used, and the types of windows chosen for the building. Article IV extends the
findings and prototypes developed to address RQ2 in order to address RQ3 by
investigating the impact of various EEMs (i.e. building shape, orientation,
WWR, and constituent materials in the building envelope) on the building’s
LCE use. These issues were investigated in the context of case 3, a
hypothetical case study including six different building shapes (rectangular and
H-, U-, L-, T-, and cross-shaped). The hypothetical case was developed in
collaboration with an architecture and a structural engineer. The main reason
for using a hypothetical case was the difficulty of finding a real case involving
such a diverse array of building shapes. RQ3 was also addressed using the
findings presented in articles I-III by testing the applicability of the developed
methods (i.e. prototypes) to cases 1 and 2. This provided further insight into the
impact of the EEMs on buildings’ LCE use.
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Figure 3.2: Overview of the research process.
3.2.1

The articles in relation to the building design process

Figure 3.3 provides a schematic overview of the relationships between the
appended articles and the building design process. Article I focuses mainly on
assessing buildings’ LCE use in a BIM-supported design process in which
assessments incorporate EEMs relating to the selection of both materials and
suppliers. Article I thus deals with the detailed design phase because these
kinds of EEMs are mainly developed at a more detailed level before the
construction work begins. Articles II and III focus on optimizing buildings’
LCE use via a BIM-supported design process to identify optimal combinations
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of EEMs relating to the constituent materials of the building envelope and
different window types. These articles thus deal with the earlier point of design
phase, where there is a need to identify optimal materials and components to
minimize the building’s LCE use. Once these optimal materials and
components have been identified, the LCE assessment method developed in
article I could be used to identify suitable suppliers (i.e. those manufacturing
the optimal material or component) to reduce the building’s LCE use.
Consequently, articles II and III are also relevant to the detailed design phase.
Article IV extends the methods developed in articles II and III to explore the
relationship between the building’s LCE use and various EEMs including
building shape, orientation, and WWR, as well as the choice of materials used
in the building envelope. The study addresses optimization and comparison of
LCE use with respect to EEMs that are implemented during both the early and
the detailed design phases. As such, the scope of article IV includes the entire
design process.

Figure 3.3: Phases of the building design process addressed in the appended
articles.
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3.2.2 Case studies and empirical data collection
The major part of the research was quantitative, but some data were collected
using a qualitative approach – specifically, by hosting workshops. Table 3.1
summarizes the three studied cases and the methods used for data collection in
each one. The cases and data collection methods are briefly described below.
Table 3.1: Summary of the case studies and the methods of data collection
Case
Case 1
Case 2
Case 3

Description
A low energy dwelling located in
Kiruna
A multifamily residential building
located in Uppsala
Multifamily residential building in six
different shapes located in Stockholm

Type

Archival
data

Actual case

X

Actual case

X

Hypothetical
case

Workshops

X
X

Case 1 was studied to develop and test the prototypes discussed in articles I and
II. The case was a semi-detached dwelling located in Kiruna municipality in
northern Sweden. The dwelling is a recently built low-energy house consisting
of two duplex apartments with a habitable floor area of 140 m2 each. The
collected empirical data consisted of archival data obtained from the
construction company that also performed the dwelling’s design and energy
analysis. These archival data and documents included architectural drawings,
technical reports from an energy performance analysis, and the results of a BPS
of the dwelling conducted using IDA ICE (a dynamic BPS tool). To convert
the delivered energy (i.e. the output of the BPS tool) into a primary operational
energy value, a primary energy factor (PEF) was used. This factor was
obtained in the form of an MS Excel document provided by Tekniska Verken
in Kiruna AB (the company in charge of Kiruna’s district heating plants).
Other data such as EPDs and embodied energy values for the materials used in
the dwelling’s construction were obtained from open access databases and
websites. Article I relied primarily on EPDs because it focused on the detailed
design phase, during which the use of product-specific LCI data is claimed to
be preferable to the use of generic data (Häkkinen et al., 2015; Meex et al.,
2018). Conversely, article II focused on an earlier phase of the design process,
so embodied energy data were obtained from the Bath Inventory of Carbon and
Energy (ICE) (Hammond and Jones, 2012) (a generic LCI database). This was
mainly done because previous studies (Häkkinen et al., 2015; Meex et al.,
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2018) have concluded that generic LCI databases are more appropriate data
sources than EPDs when examining the early design phase.
Case 2 was studied to develop and test the prototype specified in article III.
This case was a multifamily residential building under construction in Uppsala,
Sweden. The building has a habitable floor area of 4374 m2 distributed over 5
and 6 floors, with the first floor being a basement. The collected empirical data
consisted primarily of archival data obtained from the construction company,
which was also responsible for the building’s design and energy analysis.
These archival data and documents included architectural drawings, technical
reports from an energy performance analysis, and a BIM model. In addition to
archival data, empirical data were gathered via three workshops attended by
representatives of the construction company including designers (a structural
engineer, mechanical engineer, and energy analyst), a business manager, and a
research and development manager. These workshops were used to better
understand the building’s functionality before its LCE use was optimized in
relation to the trade-off with LCC. Other data (e.g. cost and embodied energy
values for different materials and PEFs for the conversion of delivered energy
into primary operational energy) were obtained from open access databases and
websites. The ICE (Hammond and Jones, 2012) generic LCI database was also
used in this case, primarily to test the applicability of the method (prototype)
developed in article III. This choice was made because article III focused
mainly on the earlier point of design phase, during which generic LCI
databases are reported to be preferable to supplier-specific EPD data (Häkkinen
et al., 2015; Meex et al., 2018).
Case 3 was studied to further extend the prototypes presented in articles II and
III by exploring the impact of a wide range of EEMs on a building’s LCE use,
as reported in article IV. This case consisted of a hypothetical design for a
multifamily residential building. Six different building shapes were considered
- rectangular and H-, U-, L-, T- and cross-shaped. The buildings were assumed
to be built in Stockholm, Sweden, and to have a total floor area of 3000 m2
each, distributed over 8 floors. To ensure that the case study was conducted in
a fashion similar to that of a real construction project, the hypothetical case was
developed collaboratively during a series of workshops conducted with an
architect and a structural engineer. The recommendations of both of these
professionals were incorporated into the case study. Other data, including
embodied energies for different materials and PEFs for converting the
delivered energy into operational energy, were obtained from open access
databases and websites. The ICE (Hammond and Jones, 2012) generic LCI
database was also used in this case.
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3.3

Reliability and validity

Reliability and validity are essential criteria for judging and establishing the
quality of research (Fellows and Liu, 2015). Reliability relates primarily to the
extent to which the work is reproducible, i.e. that another researcher would
obtain the same results if they were to repeat the study exactly as it was
reported (Fellows and Liu, 2015). To maximize reliability, all of the research
data (i.e. the developed prototypes, procedures, and case studies, and all data
used in the analyses) are clearly documented and presented in the appended
articles. Validity is related to the accuracy of findings (Fellows and Liu, 2015).
The validity of the findings of this thesis is discussed in more detail in chapter
4, which summarizes the key findings.
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4 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
This chapter summarizes the appended articles and their main findings. The
summary is followed by a brief description of the approaches used to validate
the findings.
4.1

Summary of article I

Title: An integrated BIM-based framework for minimizing embodied energy
during building design
The main purpose of the study presented in this article was to explore the scope
for assessing a building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported design process. A key
objective was to establish BIM-LCA interoperability in order to support
assessment of the building’s embodied energy, because there are established
tools for assessing operational energy use that exploit interoperability between
BPS tools and BIM software. The life cycle energy assessments conducted in
this study were based on the non-renewable primary embodied energy
associated with the building materials supply chain (i.e. off-site production of
materials and their transportation to the construction site) as well as the nonrenewable primary operational energy required for heating, cooling, and
maintaining the occupants’ thermal comfort indoors during the building’s
lifespan. Because the study was intended to support decision-making about
EEMs that can be implemented during the detailed design phase and/or the
early construction planning stage (depending on the project delivery system),
product-specific EPDs were used as LCI data sources when assessing
embodied energy. In addition to their product-specificity, a benefit of using
EPDs to assess embodied energy is that they provide information on the
suppliers’ manufacturing locations, which was used in conjunction with the
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known location of the construction site to determine transportation distances
and to thereby assess the embodied energy associated with transporting
materials from the manufacturing site to the construction site. The main
outcome of this study was a framework that presented a conceptual and
generalized model, demonstrating the required processes, activities, and
information flows involved in the development of the prototype for integrating
embodied energy assessment into a BIM-supported design process. The
framework featured four main modules (see figure 4.1), each of which is
discussed briefly below. More detailed descriptions of these modules can be
found in article I.

Figure 4.1: An overview of the integrated BIM-based framework for assessing
and minimizing embodied energy during the building design
process (Shadram et al., 2016).
Module 1 (Database)
The framework’s core module is a generic database containing all of the
relevant data items, which were organized into a set of interacting relations.
Five relations within the database were used to assess embodied energy: (1) an
EPD inventory providing product-specific embodied energy data, (2) a
component library containing predefined component recipes, (3) a Building
Part (BP) library containing recipes for predefined building elements, (4) a fuel
library containing embodied energy data for different fuel types, and (5) a
transportation mode library providing data on various transportation modes.
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Module 2 (Integrated BIM & Embodied design process)
The second module consisted of an integrated BIM and embodied design
process in which the embodied recipes and the building design could be
developed and implemented in parallel. The embodied recipes were created by
selecting objects (or recipes) from the database, modifying them, and finally
defining suppliers and assigning associated EPDs to the constituent materials.
These embodied recipes could be stored and identified with unique codes that
could later be used to classify design object attributes in the BIM software to
facilitate the process of quantity take-off.
Module 3 (Quantity take-off and tracking transportation distances)
ETL technology was used in this module to extract data related to the
composed embodied recipes and the related quantities from the BIM software
and load these data into the fourth module, whose purpose was to assess the
embodied energy associated with building materials supply chain (also referred
as “cradle-to-site” embodied energy). The use of ETL technology also made it
possible to automatically determine the transportation distance between
suppliers and the construction site. Specifically, because the ETL technology
had access to the database, it could use the suppliers’ manufacturing locations
(which were stored in the EPD inventory) and the construction site’s location
to query an external map web service API such as the Google Maps API. These
queries provided estimates of the transportation distance between each supplier
and construction site. The ETL technology could thus be used to obtain tracked
transportation distances for the entire supply chain, which could then be
extracted and transferred to the next module for “assessment of the cradle-tosite embodied energy”.
Module 4 (Assessment of the “cradle-to-site” embodied energy)
After the quantities from the BIM software and the composed embodied
recipes were extracted using the ETL technology, the embodied energy due to
off-site production of materials and components could be estimated simply by
linking the extracted quantities to the associated embodied recipes. The
embodied energy due to transportation of materials between suppliers and the
construction site could also be estimated based on the tracked transportation
distances and related information on fuel and transportation modalities in the
database. These two embodied energy values were then summed to estimate
the embodied energy of the building materials supply chain.
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A building’s operational energy use can be assessed dynamically using BPS
tools (IDA ICE was used for this purpose here) that interoperate with BIM
software, enabling BIM-supported design. By summing the operational energy
use obtained using BPS tools and the embodied energy, one obtains an estimate
of the building’s LCE use (excluding the embodied energy arising from on-site
construction, maintenance and refurbishment, and end-of-life activities).
The framework presented in this article was developed using a prototyping
approach based around a case study (namely case 1). This case study focused
on the design of an external wall for a low-energy dwelling in Kiruna, Sweden.
The analysis of the case study indicated that the embodied energy due to offsite material production could differ significantly between suppliers, even
when considering materials of the same type (e.g. different brands of glass
wool or rock wool). Consequently, a glass wool manufactured in Denmark (see
scenario 8 in article I) and a rock wool manufactured in Norway (see scenario
18 in article I) could outperform competing materials and suppliers in terms of
embodied energy due to off-site production. Remarkably, the rock wool
manufactured in Norway (scenario 18) performed better in terms of embodied
transportation energy than some competing products manufactured locally in
Sweden, primarily because of the short distance between the Norwegian
supplier’s manufacturing site and the construction site. All these resulted that
this Norwegian-made rock wool (scenario 18) yielded greater embodied energy
and LCE savings (over the projected 50-year lifespan of the dwelling) than any
other insulating material considered in the analysis.
4.2

Summary of article II

Title: An integrated BIM-based framework for the optimization of the trade-off
between embodied and operational energy
The main goal of this article was to explore the scope for optimizing a
building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported design process. This was done by
striving to optimize the trade-off between embodied and operational energy in
order to reduce the building’s energy use over its life cycle. The components of
the embodied energy considered for this purpose included the primary energy
expended during off-site production of building materials and the energy
required to refurbish the building by replacing materials during its useful life.
The components of the operational energy considered in this article included
the primary energy used for heating, cooling and maintaining the occupants’
thermal comfort during the building’s lifespan, as well as hot water demand
and operational electricity use. The study sought to identify optimal design
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solutions with respect to EEMs relating to the materials used in the building
envelope and the quantities in which these materials were used. As mentioned
earlier (see subchapter 3.2.1), this article focused on a relatively earlier stage of
the design process and was intended to help AEC practitioners identify
materials and components that minimize a building’s LCE use. Previous
studies have indicated that generic LCI data are more useful than productspecific data when seeking to identify optimal materials during the early design
phase (Häkkinen et al., 2015; Meex et al., 2018). Therefore, data from generic
LCI databases was used to estimate the building’s LCE use in this work. Later,
when suitable material types have been identified, the LCE assessment
framework developed in article I (which used product-specific EPDs) can be
used to identify suppliers that could further reduce the building’s LCE use. The
main outcome of this study was a prototype framework providing a conceptual
and generalized model that highlights the processes, activities and information
flows required to integrate LCE use optimization into a BIM-supported design
process. The framework featured four main modules (see figure 4.2), each of
which is discussed briefly below. For a detailed description of these modules,
please see appended article II.
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Figure 4.2: An overview of the integrated BIM-based framework for
optimization of the trade-off between embodied and operational
energy (Shadram and Mukkavaara, 2018).
Module 1 (BIM)
The BIM module includes “BIM software” and “Input-output (IO) data
interface”. The BIM software allows users to manage a virtual representation
of the building to be optimized. The IO data interface allows users to
seamlessly manage the transfer of BIM data between the BIM software and the
other modules included in the framework. The IO data interface was developed
using Dynamo, a visual programming extension for Autodesk Revit, to enable
(1) export of BIM data (e.g. building geometries and properties of construction
elements) to other modules, and (2) updating of the virtual representation of
building in the BIM software to reflect the optimized solution that was
obtained from optimization.
Module 2 (data repository)
This module is a database containing three tables: (1) the Material Inventory
(MI), which contained data on the properties of different materials, such as
embodied energy factors and average lifespans; (2) the Primary Energy Factor
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(PEF) table, which contained the primary energy factors of different energy
supply sources and was used to convert the estimated delivered energy into
operational energy; and (3) the BIM Data (BD) table, which made it possible to
store and reuse properties (or attributes) of construction elements in the BIM
data.
Module 3 (energy performance simulation)
The implementation of the energy performance simulation involves the
following four steps: (1) setting up geometry, in which the building geometry
is imported from the BIM software and translated into gbXML, a format that
can be read by the energy simulation engine; (2) setting up the construction
elements, in which materials are defined and assigned to each construction
element; (3) setting up zones, in which the building’s thermal zones and related
physical properties needed by the energy simulation engine are defined based
on the building geometry data and the construction elements; and finally (4)
dynamic simulation of the building’s delivered energy use and the operative
temperature of its different zones using the energy simulation engine. The
results of these simulations are used in module 4 to assess the building’s
operational energy use and define constraint on the objective functions,
respectively.
Module 4 (multi-objective optimization)
To optimize the trade-off between embodied and operational energy and
minimize the building’s LCE use, multi-objective optimization is used. This
involves six steps. First, the variables and their constraints are defined; this
entails defining variables for EEMs relating to the constituent materials of the
building envelope and whatever constraints are to be applied. Second, the
embodied energy (the first objective function) is assessed. Third, the
operational energy (the second objective function) is assessed. Fourth,
constraints on the objective functions are defined to ensure the solutions found
by the optimization algorithm satisfy a given set of conditions and criteria (e.g.
to ensure the minimum and maximum operative temperatures for the optimized
solution comply with the Swedish building code). Fifth, optimization is
performed using a Pareto-based genetic algorithm solver that performs design
iterations and searches for an optimal solution based on the specified variables,
constraints and objective functions. The genetic algorithm initially establishes a
population of chromosomes representing a set of feasible solutions to the
optimization problem. This population is a subset of solutions in the current
generation. In the next generation, a new population is created by selecting and
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randomly mutating or recombining chromosomes from the current generation;
the probability of selection depends on the chromosome’s fitness (i.e. the
degree to which it minimizes the embodied and operational energy). This
procedure is repeated until a stopping criterion (which may relate to the total
number of generations or an absolute time limit) is satisfied (Mathworks,
2018). The concept of Pareto optimality is used to identify non-dominated
solutions in the design space. Finally, the optimal solution is selected and reinstantiated to update the BD table with the variable settings corresponding to
the optimal solution (e.g. properties of construction elements based on optimal
material types and quantities). The IO data interface can then be used to extract
this information from the database and update the virtual representation of the
building in the BIM software.
The presented framework was developed by prototyping in the context of a
case study examining a low-energy dwelling (i.e. case 1). Four locations for
this dwelling were considered: the Swedish cities of Kiruna, Karlstad,
Stockholm and Gothenburg. The analysis of the case study revealed a
significant trade-off between embodied and operational energy during the
dwelling’s 50-year lifespan. The optimizations performed for each location
indicated that while there was limited room to reduce the operational energy
use because the initial design was for a low-energy dwelling, there was a great
scope to reduce the embodied energy (and thus the building’s LCE use) by
finding optimal solutions of EEMs. Overall, the optimal solutions for all cases
yielded up to 108 GJ of LCE savings relative to the initial design. This is
equivalent to approximately 4-8 years’ operational energy use for the reference
dwelling. In addition, as shown in Figure 4.3, the relative contributions of the
embodied and operational energy to the total LCE use for both the initial
design and the optimal solution were almost equal (i.e. both were around 50%)
for all locations bar Kiruna. However, the contribution of operational energy to
the total LCE use in Kiruna was almost twice that for the embodied energy,
under both the initial and optimized solutions. This is mainly because Kiruna
has a colder climate than the other cities and its energy source (i.e. district
heating) had a higher primary energy factor than the other cities in the case
study. Therefore, reducing the operational energy was essential for minimizing
the dwelling’s LCE use in Kiruna. The application of a thicker insulating layer
in the dwelling envelope was subsequently found to be particularly beneficial
in this case.
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Figure 4.3: Relative contributions of embodied and operational energy to the
LCE use for both the initial designs and optimal solutions of the
dwelling in four different Swedish cities.
4.3

Summary of article III

Title: Multidisciplinary optimization of sustainable building design using a
BIM-based master model
The main purpose by this article was to explore the scope for optimization of
multiple domain models in a BIM-supported design process. The key goal of
the work reported in the article was to enable optimization of the building’s
LCE use with respect to its trade-off with LCC in order to find optimal design
solutions (i.e. combinations) of EEMs that enhance the building’s sustainability
performance. This work extended the prototype developed in article II in two
ways. First, it transformed the IO data interface presented in article II into a
product definition interface (see figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: An overview of the BIM-supported multi-model framework for
optimizing a building’s LCE use with respect to its trade-off with
LCC.
The new product definition interface allows BIM data to be managed via a
more standardized data exchange using the neutral Industry Foundation Classes
(IFC) data format. The product definition interface was developed in
grasshopper (a visual programming extension for Rhino) and used a set of
custom nodes to parse and generate IFC inputs and outputs. These nodes were
written in C# and used the GeometryGymIFC tools developed by Jon
Mirtschin (GeometryGym, 2018) to manage the IFC BIM data flow. As shown
in figure 4.4, the product definition interface enabled the export of BIM data in
the neutral IFC format for the generation of multiple domain models, and also
the import of optimal Pareto solutions (the output of the optimization) into the
BIM model to update the building’s virtual representation.
The second way in which article III extended the prototype presented in article
II related to the automatic generation of multiple domain models to enable
automated evaluation of different objectives, criteria or requirements that the
building of interest must satisfy or achieve. The outputs of these evaluations
were values of the objective functions that were to be traded off by multiobjective optimization. To enable optimization of the LCE with respect to its
trade-off with LCC, two domain models were generated and their performance
was evaluated. The first domain model was used to estimate the building’s
LCE use and the second one was related to the building’s LCC. Both models
had the same scope. The LCE model includes the primary embodied energy
required for off-site production of building materials and the primary
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operational energy used for space heating and cooling and hot water demand
during the building’s useful life along with its operational electricity use. The
LCC model includes the net present value of the cost of the building materials
and the cost of buying the energy needed for the building’s estimated
operational energy use. The EEMs that were investigated and subjected to
optimization in this study related to the type of windows and materials used in
the building envelope as well as the quantities in which these materials were
used. As mentioned earlier (see subchapter 3.2.1), the energy estimates were
based on generic LCI data because the framework is designed for use in the
earlier point of design phase, where the goal is to identify material -and
window categories (types) that minimize the building’s LCE use.
The extended framework was obtained by prototyping in the context of a case
study on a multifamily residential building under construction in Uppsala,
Sweden. The case study demonstrated the framework’s applicability and its
potential to improve buildings’ sustainability performance over their useful
lifespan (i.e. 50 years) by optimizing the LCE/LCC trade-off. Overall, the
optimized solution yielded LCE and LCC savings of 1675 GJ and 62.74 T€
relative to the initial design, corresponding to 13% of the reference building’s
LCE use and 12% of its LCC, respectively. The analysis of the building
envelope indicated that the greatest reductions in LCE use and LCC were
achieved by thickening the roof insulation, followed by thickening the
insulation of the exterior walls.
4.4

Summary of article IV

Title: Exploring the effects of several energy efficiency measures on the
embodied/operational energy trade-off: a case study of Swedish residential
buildings
The main purpose of article IV was to explore the impact of various EEMs that
are developed during the building design on the building’s LCE use. Multiobjective optimization was used in a case study to explore the effects of EEMs
on the trade-off between embodied and operational energy to minimize overall
LCE use. As defined in this article, the embodied energy includes the primary
energy use for off-site production of building materials and the energy required
for refurbishment of the building by replacing materials during its lifespan. The
operational energy was defined as the primary energy use for space heating and
to maintain the occupants’ thermal comfort as well as that used for hot water
demand and the building’s operational electricity use during its 50-year
lifespan. Optimizations were performed with respect to two sets of EEMs for
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six different building shapes (rectangular and H-, U-, L-, T- and cross-shaped),
as shown in Figure 4.5.

Figure 4.5: 3D models of the six different building shapes examined in article
IV (Shadram and Mukkavaara, 2019).
The first set of EEMs represented measures that can be implemented and
modified during the early phase of the building design process, such as the
building’s shape (i.e. the shape of the envelope), orientation, and WWR, as
well as the materials used in the building envelope and the quantities in which
these materials are used. The second set included EEMs that can be
implemented or modified during the later or detailed design phase, i.e. EEMs
relating to the materials used in the building envelope and their quantities. This
distinction is important because the scope for changing the building’s shape,
orientation, and WWR, is often limited during the detailed design phase.
Because the study’s purpose was to explore the effects of EEMs that influence
the trade-off between embodied and operational energy, the impact of loadbearing structural elements (e.g. internal walls, which are usually the loadbearing structures in mid/high rise buildings built in the Swedish tradition) was
not considered. This is because a recent study concluded that while these
elements contribute substantially to a building’s embodied energy, their impact
on its operational energy is insignificant (Trabucco et al., 2016).
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To enable investigation and comparison of the effects of various EEMs, the
multi-objective optimization method developed in article II was modified and
extended to enable the inclusion of more diverse EEMs (such as the building’s
shape, orientation, and WWR) and additional constraints. For a detailed
description of the processes and information required to extend the original
optimization method in this way, please refer to appended article IV.
The results of this study indicated that the LCE reductions that could be
achieved by finding optimal solutions with respect to the first set of EEMs
were significantly (over 5 times) greater than those achieved for the second set
(see figure 4.6 and table 4.1). The excess LCE savings achieved by optimizing
based on the first set of EEMs rather than the second ranged from 1750 to 3170
GJ. These amounts are equivalent to 13 to 22 years of the initial design’s
operational energy use, or 26% to 40% of the initial designs’ embodied energy
use for every building shape.

Figure 4.6: LCE reductions achieved by optimization based on the 1st and 2nd
sets of EEMs relative to the initial design
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In addition, the LCE use for the initial (pre-optimization) building designs
depended heavily on the building’s shape (see the column “LCE use of initial
design” in table 4.1). For instance, the difference in LCE use for the initial
designs with the lowest and highest LCE use (those for the rectangular and Ushaped buildings, respectively) was over 1900 GJ. However, after the
optimization based on the first set of EEMs, the maximum difference in LCE
use between optimal solutions for different building shapes was much smaller
(see column 2 in table 4.1), being less than 350 GJ. This demonstrated the
ability of the developed optimization method to identify interactive effects and
optimal combinations of the design variables (EEMs) to solve the trade-off
problem for all available building shapes. Moreover, the analysis of the
building envelope indicated that for buildings located in Sweden, thickening
the roof insulation had a stronger beneficial effect on LCE use than thickening
the insulation of other building elements.
Finally, for a conventional building complying with standard Swedish building
codes, the relative contributions of the embodied and operational energy to the
overall LCE use were found to be almost equal (i.e. around 50%) for both the
initial designs and the optimized solutions, independently of the building’s
shape (see figure 4.7).

Figure 4.7: Relative contributions of embodied and operational energy to
overall LCE use for the initial designs and optimized solutions for
each building shape.
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4.5

Validation of findings

The results of these studies could not be validated by comparison to real-world
energy measurements because this would require construction of the
hypothetical buildings considered in each scenario and monitoring of their
energy performance over at least 50 years. Therefore, other methods were used
to test and validate the findings. The validity of the method used in article I to
address the first research question (i.e. the development of a method for
assessing the building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported design) was analyzed and
verified by performing mathematical calculations in Excel and adapting
manually extracted data on material quantities and transportation distances
between suppliers and construction sites, which were obtained from the BIM
software and the Google Maps API, respectively. For articles II, III, IV, the
methods developed for optimizing the building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported
design process used the Hypervolume Estimation (HypE) algorithm to perform
Pareto-based genetic optimization. HypE is generally reported to outperform
other evolutionary algorithms in optimizing multi-objective problems (Bader
and Zitzler, 2011). The four performance indices suggested by Si et al. (2016)
were used to validate the ability of the developed optimization methods (or
prototypes) to converge to optimal solutions. These performance indices are as
follows:
Stability
In the context of optimization, stability refers to the ability of the algorithm and
optimization prototype to consistently find the same optimal solution if the test
is repeated (Si et al., 2016). High stability is a key factor when evaluating the
validity of an optimization prototype (Si et al., 2016). To determine the
stability index of the optimization prototype, a rectangular building with six
design variables (representing EEMs relating to the constituent materials in
building envelope) was subjected to optimization twice. In the first run, the
optimization was performed using 100 generations of 50 populations (requiring
a runtime of almost 12 hours). The second run used 120 generations of 300
populations (requiring a runtime of almost 8 days). Figure 4.8 shows the Pareto
solutions and optimal solutions for this building (i.e. the Pareto solutions
providing lowest LCE use) in each run. Both runs clearly converge to very
similar optimal and Pareto solutions, verifying the stability of the optimization
prototype developed in this work. A major benefit of optimization is the ability
to find an optimal solution (i.e. a global optimum or a local optimum close to
the global one) in a reasonable time. The results of this evaluation show that
although the optimal solution obtained in the 2nd run (after approximately 8
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days) achieved a lower LCE than that obtained after a runtime of only 12 hours
during the first run, the difference in the LCE value between these two
solutions was modest (approximately 8 GJ). The outcome thus indicates that
the optimization prototype developed in this work is suitable for use by AEC
practitioners seeking a powerful and time-efficient method for finding optimal
design solutions (global optimum or local optimum close to the global one) of
EEMs that minimizes the building’s LCE use.

Figure 4.8: Stability test results for the rectangular building shape. The 1st run
was performed using 100 generations of 50 populations and the
2nd with 120 generations of 300 populations.
Robustness
In the context of optimization, robustness is the ability to find the same optimal
solution when the optimization parameters are changed (Si et al., 2016). This is
important because an algorithm’s performance can depend quite strongly on
the choice of parameter settings (Si et al., 2016). In general, a high mutation
rate results in a good ability to explore the design phase but weakens the ability
to exploit promising but non-optimal partial solutions, causing the algorithm to
lack robustness and the possibility of non-convergence (Si et al., 2016). An
optimization algorithm with good robustness is incentive to the amendments in
the optimization parameters (Smit and Eiben, 2009; Si et al., 2016). To
evaluate the robustness of the optimization prototype developed in this work,
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the optimal solutions of the EEMs for the rectangular building shape obtained
using different mutation rates were compared (see figure 4.9). The Pareto and
optimal solutions obtained using the two rates were quite similar, indicating
that the optimization prototype is robust towards variation of the optimization
parameters.

Figure 4.9: Robustness test results for the rectangular building shape. The 1st
run was performed using a mutation rate of 0.3 and the 2nd with a
mutation rate of 0.5.
Speed
Speed relates to the optimization algorithm’s ability to quickly and efficiently
solve the problem and converge to the optimal solution (Si et al., 2016). Speed
of optimization is an important measure of the optimization tool’s
performance, especially when dealing with complex problems where
significant amounts of time and resources are required to evaluate the objective
function(s) (Koljonen and Alander, 2006). The optimization may not converge
to an optimal solution if insufficient time is allocated or too few simulation
runs are performed (Si et al., 2016). Figure 4.10 presents the data used to assess
the speed index of the optimization prototype developed in this work. As it can
be observed in figure 4.10 in optimization of LCE use for a rectangular
building, the first 40 generations (out of 100) yielded a large number of Pareto
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solutions close to the optimal one that was identified after 100 generations. The
results thus indicate that the optimization prototype converges rapidly to an
optimal solution within a reasonable timeframe; the entire optimization took 12
hours to reach completion.

Figure 4.10: Results from studies on the speed of the optimization method
when used to optimize the LCE use (i.e. the embodied-operational
energy tradeoff) for a rectangular building.
Coverage
In the context of optimization, coverage relates to the algorithm’s ability to
locate an optimum within the feasible solution space (Si et al., 2016). In other
words, coverage reflects the diversity of all searched solutions and the
algorithm’s ability to avoid getting stuck in local optimum (Si et al., 2016).
Coverage can be evaluated by considering the distribution of the identified
solutions in the feasible space; a wide distribution indicates a good ability to
converge to the global optimum (Si et al., 2016). Figure 4.11 shows the
distribution of the tested solutions with respect to the design variables obtained
during optimization of LCE use (i.e. the trade-off between embodied and
operational energy) for a rectangular building. Note that the first three design
variables relate to different types of material used in the building envelope, and
thus are discrete variables. The solutions recognized by the optimization
prototype are widely distributed in the feasible solution space, demonstrating
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that the optimization prototype has an acceptable coverage index and is
generally able to converge to the global optimum.

Figure 4.11: Result of coverage tests with respect to the six design variables
subjected to optimization for the rectangular building shape. The
two graphs shown at the top and the middle left graph of this
figure relate to the different types of insulation used in the
building envelope, which were defined as discrete variables.
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The BIM-supported optimization prototype developed in this work performed
well with respect to all four indices, validating the prototype’s ability to
converge to an optimal solution (i.e. the global optimum or a nearby local
optimum) and the findings presented in the appended articles.
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5 DISCUSSION
This chapter discusses the findings in relation to the research questions (posed
in chapter 1) and existing gaps in the literature.
5.1

How can a building’s LCE use be assessed in a BIM-driven design
process?

The purpose of the first research question was to investigate and highlight the
processes and activities required to develop a seamless BIM-supported process
for assessing the impact of EEMs on a building’s LCE use during the design
phase. To achieve this, efforts were made to enable the incorporation of
embodied energy assessments into BIM-supported design processes because
operational energy assessments can be performed using BPS tools that
interoperate with BIM software. Article I addressed this research question by
presenting a new framework demonstrating the processes required to integrate
embodied energy assessments into BIM-supported design processes. Three
aspects of the framework enable seamless incorporation of embodied energy
assessments, namely:
1. Predefined objects and recipes for building parts and components are stored
in a generic database and linked to the inventory of material EPDs,
allowing objects to be selected, modified, and eventually attribute EPDs to
the related materials and/or components in order to compose recipes
containing the embodied energy of each object used in the building’s
construction.
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2. BIM objects are classified using object attributes, enabling an integrated
BIM design process that links the composed embodied recipes to the
corresponding BIM objects and facilitates the extraction of quantities from
the BIM software for assessment of the embodied energy.
3. A middleware application (i.e. spatial ETL technology) is used to develop
workflows which support a seamless process for extracting BIM data (i.e.
quantities) from BIM software and tracking transportation distances
between manufacturing and construction sites via links to an external map
API (the Google Maps API).
The first two aspects relate to the organization of data in order to support an
integrated process for assessing embodied energy, while the third enables the
seamless and automated transfer of the data needed for such assessments.
Together, these aspects eliminate the need to manually organize, enrich, and
enter the data, which Soust-Verdaguer et al. (2017) highlighted as a major
obstacle to interoperability between BIM and LCA tools. ETL technology was
used to ensure BIM-LCA interoperability, the lack of which was identified as a
barrier to the wider use of LCA in the Swedish construction industry (Swedish
National Board of Housing, Building and Planning (Boverket), 2015). The use
of ETL technology thus facilitates the use of BIM data in life cycle energy
analysis and minimizes the amount of effort and time required by manual reentry of BIM data into LCA tools as well as the associated risk of mistakes,
misunderstandings and errors. The use of an external generic database
containing embodied recipes that can be coupled with different BIM programs
via ETL technology avoids the limitation of being exclusively tied to a single
BIM software package, which was identified as a problem of some earlier LCA
plug-ins (Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). The use of product-specific EPDs
allows designers and planners in the AEC industry to select materials from
suppliers with low embodied energy during the detailed design phase or during
construction planning, depending on the chosen project delivery system. The
selection of materials and suppliers based on embodied energy would probably
be easiest to implement in design-build contracts because in such cases the
design, planning, procurement of materials, and construction work are all
managed by a single contractor. There is probably less scope to investigate
alternative materials and suppliers in a design-bid-build contract system where
the design is created before a contractor is procured. Nevertheless, the
proposed framework can be used to reduce the building’s LCE use by selecting
more environmentally friendly materials from different suppliers in the
construction phase provided that this does not affect the design.
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5.2

How can a building’s LCE use be optimized in a BIM-driven design
process?

The purpose of the second research question was to investigate and highlight
the processes and activities required to develop a seamless BIM-supported
process for optimizing the impact of EEMs on a building’s LCE use during its
design. This question was mainly addressed by articles II and III, which present
two frameworks demonstrating the processes required to optimize a building’s
LCE use in a BIM-supported design process. The first framework optimized
(i.e. minimized) the building’s LCE use with respect to the trade-off between
embodied and operational energy, while the second optimized the building’s
LCE use with respect to its trade-off against LCC. Several aspects of the two
frameworks were important in the development of an automated and seamless
process for ensuring optimization of a building’s LCE use in a BIM-supported
design. These are:
1. The use of a database to store external and building project data (e.g. BIM
data) and make these data available to the optimization tools seamlessly
and on-demand. These data are mainly material properties (i.e. embodied
energy values and costs) for different materials and components, primary
energy factors for different energy supply sources, and non-geometrical
BIM data (e.g. BIM object attributes) if the data are not converted into the
IFC format.
2. The development of interfaces using middleware applications (e.g. the IO
data interface developed in Dynamo in article II and the product definition
interface developed in Grasshopper in article III) enables automatic and
seamless management and reuse of BIM data. These interfaces made it
possible to initially export the building project data from the BIM software
and use these data for BPS and optimization of building’s LCE use. Once
the optimizations were complete, the interfaces allowed the optimized
solutions to be seamlessly reimported into the BIM software in order to
update the virtual representation of the building. The BIM data could be
managed either in neutral IFC format or as a combination of text (for nongeometrical BIM data) and gbXML (for geometrical BIM data) formats.
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3. The use of multi-objective optimization in the form of a Pareto-based
genetic algorithm connected to the BPS engine. This makes it possible to
find optimal solution(s) of EEMs that minimize the building’s LCE use.
The genetic algorithm performs design iterations to locate optimal
solution(s) based on the specified design variables (EEMs), constraints, and
objective functions, achieving satisfactory scores with respect to the four
performance indices (stability, robustness, speed, and coverage) defined by
Si et al. (2016).
The first two aspects enable seamless automated organization of data (before,
during and after optimization), while the third enables the identification of
optimal combinations of EEMs that minimize the building’s LCE use. The first
two aspects thus overcome the interoperability problem, which was reported to
be a major barrier to the uptake of BIM-supported sustainable building designs
(Soust-Verdaguer et al., 2017). Whereas most BIM-supported sustainable
analysis/optimization models only support one-way information transfer from
the BIM software to a BPS or LCA tool, the interfaces developed in this work
using middleware applications enable two-way import and export of data into
and out of the BIM software. The BIM-supported frameworks developed in
this work satisfy the need for integration of data-rich BIM with multi-objective
optimization discussed by Machairas et al. (2014) in their review of algorithms
for optimization of building design. BIM-supported optimization reduces the
time and effort required to perform optimization while also eliminating the risk
of mistakes, misunderstandings and errors that may occur during manual reentry of BIM data. Moreover, it enables time-efficient identification of optimal
solutions with respect to LCE use, whereas alternative parametric methods
operate on the principle of trial and error and are much less likely to yield
optimal or near-optimal solutions with same amount of time. In most of the
studied cases, optimization of the building’s LCE use took less than 12 hours,
whereas trial and error parametric analyses would have taken several months to
systematically analyze all feasible solutions in the design space. These results
demonstrate that BIM-supported optimization can be a useful design-phase
approach for enhancing a building’s energy performance from a life-cycle
perspective.
5.3

What are the impacts of various EEMs on the building’s LCE use?

The purpose of this research question was to use the BIM-supported methods
developed while answering the earlier research questions to determine the
impact of various EEMs that can be implemented and modified during the
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design phase on a building’s LCE use. The findings from article IV and the
case studies considered in articles I, II and III were used to address this
research question. The consideration of multiple cases, building shapes, and
locations in these articles increases the generality of the answers that were
obtained. The key findings relating to this question were:
1. In keeping with previous studies (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Stephan et al.,
2013; Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit,
2017a; Kneifel et al., 2018), the findings revealed a trade-off between
embodied and operational energy whereby exclusive reliance on EEMs
designed to reduce operational energy risked increasing embodied energy
by a similar or greater amount. For instance, the case study presented in
article II showed that in some cases, EEMs that reduced operational energy
by almost 140 GJ increased embodied energy by over 340 GJ. Also in
keeping with earlier studies (Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015;
Liljenström et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a) embodied
energy was found to account for a significant fraction of a building’s LCE
use. For most of the cases (except the low energy dwelling in Kiruna), the
embodied and operational energy accounted for very similar proportions of
the building’s LCE use over its projected lifespan of 50 years.
2. The operational energy use of the low energy dwelling in Kiruna was
almost twice its embodied energy due to Kiruna’s subarctic climate (Kiruna
is one of the coldest municipalities in Sweden) and its reliance on an
energy source (i.e. district heating) with a relatively high primary energy
factor. As a result, the application of additional EEMs (i.e. thicker
insulation in the dwelling’s envelope) was the best strategy for reducing the
building’s life cycle energy in this case.
3. Article IV investigated the optimal solution(s) of the EEMs for six different
building shapes (i.e. rectangular and H-, U-, L-, T- and cross-shaped). The
findings indicated that the possible LCE savings were significantly (over 5
times) higher for EEMs that can be implemented during the early design
phase (i.e. building shape, orientation, WWR and constituent materials in
building envelope) than those that are implemented at a more detailed level
of design (i.e. the selection of constituent materials in the building
envelope). This implies that AEC practitioners should focus more on the
early design phase to increase LCE performance.
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4. In addition, the results from article IV indicated that the LCE use for the
initial building designs varied significantly between different building
shapes. However, after optimization, the differences in LCE use between
the different building shapes were modest. This indicates that AEC
practitioners have considerable flexibility to adapt building shapes to suit
customer preferences without harming LCE performance provided that
optimization with respect to EEMs is performed in the early design phase.
The results also demonstrate the importance of the optimization
frameworks developed in this work to help AEC practitioners in making
design decisions that reduce the building’s LCE use.
5. The analysis of the building envelope in the case studies indicated that in
general, thickening the roof insulation has a strong beneficial effect on LCE
use for buildings in Sweden.
6. Article I showed that the embodied energy of materials of the same type
(i.e. with equal thermal conductivity and identical impacts on operational
energy use) can differ significantly between different suppliers. This
variation is due to differences in the energy sources, manufacturing
processes, and proportions of reused or recycled materials used by different
suppliers, as well as the transportation distance between the manufacturing
and construction sites (Häkkinen et al., 2015). This demonstrates the value
of using material EPDs and the assessment framework presented in article I
to help AEC practitioners assess the embodied energy of a building
materials supply chain and to make design decisions that minimize LCE
use.
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6 CONCLUSION
This chapter presents conclusions based on the findings and summarizes the
theoretical and practical contributions made in this thesis. Finally, some
limitations of the work are discussed and used to identify topics warranting
further study.
6.1

Theoretical and practical contributions

Design choices that focus exclusively on implementing EEMs to reduce
operational energy can increase a building’s embodied energy to such an extent
that the total life cycle energy use over the building’s life cycle increases.
Consequently, there is a trade-off between embodied and operational energy
that must be considered during the design phase to minimize the overall LCE
use of buildings (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Stephan et al., 2013; Cabeza et al.,
2014; Chau et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a; Kneifel et al.,
2018). Previous studies mainly focused on reducing embodied or operational
energy use in isolation, without acknowledging this tradeoff (Dixit, 2017a).
Consequently, there is a need to assess and optimize the building’s LCE use
with respect to the impact of these EEMs in order to reduce both embodied and
operational energy insofar as possible and enhance the building’s
environmental performance over its useful life. The significance of this study is
thus that it provides BIM-supported methods that will help AEC practitioners
to assess and optimize the impact of EEMs on buildings’ LCE use. The
applicability of the developed methods was tested in case studies that
investigated the impact of various EEMs on buildings’ LCE use over a lifespan
of 50 years. The findings from the development of BIM-supported methods
and case studies provide both theoretical and practical contributions.
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The theoretical contributions relating to the development of BIM-supported
methods are:
•

Middleware applications using spatial ETL technology and visual
programming languages such as Dynamo and Grasshopper provide new
opportunities to support the assessment and optimization of buildings’ life
cycle performance through seamless automated information exchange
between BIM tools, databases, external map API, BPS tools, and
optimization algorithms.

•

Previous models developed to ensure BIM-LCA interoperability have
mostly provided one-way routes for exporting BIM data. This work also
enabled the importation of data into BIM tools to update the virtual
representation of the building in the BIM software based on the optimized
solution.

The practical contributions resulting from the development of BIM-supported
methods are:
•

A BIM-supported assessment and optimization of buildings’ life cycle
performance supports the design of more sustainable buildings and resolves
conflicts between design objectives. The new interoperability features also
facilitate collaboration and exchange of data between different disciplines
and stakeholders.

•

The seamless import/export of BIM data through an automated process
reduces the time, effort and risk of mistakes, misunderstandings and errors
that may occur due to the manual re-entry of data in the building design
process.

The following theoretical contributions relating to the LCE use of the studied
buildings in Sweden were made:
•
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The findings verify earlier observations (Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al.,
2015; Liljenström et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a) that the
embodied energy contributes significantly to the life cycle energy use of
low-energy and conventional buildings because the embodied and
operational energy contributed almost equally to the life cycle energy use
of the studied buildings.

Conclusion

•

Previous conclusions (Sartori and Hestnes, 2007; Stephan et al., 2013;
Cabeza et al., 2014; Chau et al., 2015; Chastas et al., 2016; Dixit, 2017a;
Kneifel et al., 2018) regarding the trade-off between embodied and
operational energy resulting from the use of EEMs were also verified: the
results obtained in this work showed that implementing EEMs intended to
reduce operational energy can sometimes significantly increase embodied
energy and LCE use.

•

The results obtained also indicated that EEMs that can be implemented and
modified during the early design phase can reduce a building’s LCE
significantly more than those implemented during the later or detailed
design phase.

•

Analysis of the building envelopes in the case studies indicated that in
general, thickening the roof insulation has a strong beneficial effect on LCE
use.

•

For buildings that rely on energy sources with high primary energy factors,
it can be more beneficial in terms of LCE to reduce operational energy use
than to target embodied energy. Conversely, in buildings using greener
energy sources, the embodied energy may influence the overall LCE use
more significantly.

•

The embodied energy of materials of the same type can vary significantly
between suppliers. These differences can be quantified by analyzing the
suppliers’ EPDs and considering the energetic costs of transporting the
materials from the site of production to the construction site (which depend
on the distance between the sites and the mode of transportation that is
used). Other important sources of variation between embodied energy costs
of otherwise similar materials include differences in manufacturing
process, the use of reused or recycled materials by the suppliers, and the
energy sources used by the suppliers in their manufacturing processes
(Häkkinen et al., 2015).

Finally, some practical advice and guidance for AEC practitioners and
policymakers can be offered based on the analyses of the LCE use of multiple
buildings in Sweden:
•

AEC practitioners should invest significant effort into identifying optimal
combinations of EEMs during the early design phase because doing so can
significantly reduce a building’s LCE use.
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•

Provided that practitioners use the optimization method presented in this
work or an alternative method with similar capabilities, they can design
buildings with a wide variety of shapes to meet customers’ requirements
without incurring major costs in terms of overall LCE use.

•

When procuring materials/components from suppliers, AEC practitioners
seeking to minimize a building’s LCE use should assess the embodied
energy of materials by considering their EPDs, the distance over which
they must be transported, and the mode of transport that will be used.

•

Current building codes encourage the application of EEMs to reduce
buildings’ operational energy use but neglect the impact of embodied
energy. Policy makers and governmental bodies should therefore update
regulations and building codes to reflect the impact of embodied energy on
the LCE use of new and retrofitting building projects. Improved regulations
on embodied energy will encourage contractors to select materials with
better embodied energy performance and provide incentives to reuse,
repair, and remanufacture materials and components in new and retrofitting
building projects.

6.2

Limitations and suggestions for further research

The exploratory nature of this study means that further research is needed to
validate its findings and the newly introduced methods in real design situations.
Below is a brief discussion of some of the limitations of the work presented in
this thesis, together with some suggestions for future work that would build on
the BIM-supported methods presented here to address these limitations.
•

Several parameters can potentially have significant effects on buildings’
life cycle energy use, such as the system boundary in life cycle energy
analyses, the chosen building lifespan, the quality, uncertainty and diversity
of the LCI data/databases, and the nature of the materials’ transportation.
The LCE use estimates obtained using the methods presented in this thesis
are presumably at least somewhat sensitive to variation in these parameters;
it would be desirable to quantify this sensitivity. A sensitivity analysis of
this sort was beyond the scope of this work, but should be conducted in the
near future.

•

All of the buildings considered in this exploratory study were located in
Sweden’s temperate and arctic climate, where there seldom is need for
cooling. This limits the extent to which the results and methods presented
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here can be generalized and applied in warmer countries. Further research
is thus needed to investigate the impact of EEMs on buildings’ LCE use in
warmer countries.
•

In the article IV, building shape was optimized with respect to its envelope,
and the impact of load-bearing structural elements (e.g. internal walls) was
excluded. This was mainly because these elements reportedly have no
significant impact on a building’s operational energy use and contribute
only to the embodied energy (Trabucco et al., 2016). Further research is
thus required to extend the BIM-supported methods developed in this work
by incorporating finite element simulations and account for the embodied
energy associated with such elements when estimating LCE use.

•

In this work, EEMs relating to renewable energy sources and HVAC
systems were not considered in the BIM-supported methods or the studied
cases. In addition, all of the case studies examined projects seeking to
design new buildings. Further work is therefore needed to incorporate these
additional EEMs into the BIM-supported methods and to investigate the
impact of EEMs on LCE use in renovation projects.

•

To be appealing to industrial users, the BIM-supported methods for
assessing and optimizing a building’s LCE use that were developed in this
work will require further refinement to simplify the exchange of
information and increase their user-friendliness.
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